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•
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That
That
That
That
That

faith in God gives meaning and purpose to human life;
the brotherhood of man transcends the sovereignty of nations;
economic justice can best be won by free men through free enterprise;
Government should be of laws rather of men;
earth's great treasure lies in human personality; and
service to humanity is the best work of life.

JCI MISSION
•

To provide development opportunities that empower young people to create
positive change.

JCI VISION
•

To be the leading global network of young active citizens.

SNAPSHOTS is published by JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes, 21/F Seaview Commercial Building, 21-24 Connaught Road West, Hong Kong. No
parts of this publication may be reproduced without prior written permission by JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes. The opinion expressed in each
article is the opinion of its author and interviewee, and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes. Therefore JCI
Hong Kong Jayceettes carries no responsibility for the opinion expressed thereon.
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President’s Message

''Junior Chamber International Hong Kong
Jayceettes has provided me with the
opportunities to develop myself in many ways to
become an all-round person and active citizen.''
2013 PRESIDENT

Pauline Lau

Dear Jayceettes and Friends,
Time flies and it is already the last month of 2013, which means my year of Presidency of my beloved Chapter will end very soon.
When I look back at the 11 months that have just gone past, it really feels like yesterday…
All the times, high and low, ups and downs, flash back once again in my mind. I am most grateful to have had all the
support, assistance and encouragement from my beloved Board of Directors, Presidential Advisors, Panel of Advisors, Past
Presidents, fellow JCI Members and especially National Convention Director throughout year 2013. The numerous meetings,
events and gatherings we have had, and every moment that I have shared with you, would always remain in my heart and
make me feel the warmth and strength of our sisterhood bonded by true friendship.
This year, we have held a wonderful and meaningful award-winning project “Care and Dare” for the United Nations Millennium
Development Goals (UNMDGs) to serve other ethnic groups in our society and have received many positive feedbacks
from our co-organizers, partners and event participants. We have also hosted the highly acclaimed JCIHK 48th National
Convention that highlights the meaning and significance of the theme “Needs Over Wants”. In order to be well-prepared,
our Organizing Committee Members, Advisors, Big Sisters and helpers had spent considerable efforts and overcome many
challenges but nonetheless, we enjoy working and learning together. I am delighted to see the positive changes we have
made, the passion to learn and the motivation to achieve throughout the process. Not only have we impacted the society,
but we have also brought our members together to extend help to the needs.
Junior Chamber International Hong Kong Jayceettes has provided me with the opportunities to develop myself in many ways
to become an all-round person and active citizen. While it took a great deal of courage for me to step up and become a
President, I am glad that I have taken the challenge and definitely it has become one of the most precious experience of my
life. I am lucky to have the understanding and love from my family, and the friendship and support from my fellow Jayceettes.
I hope you have all found the values in here, just like me.
Taking this opportunity, I would like to express my sincere, warm wishes to the coming President Carol and her Board of
Directors for taking up the challenge in 2014. I have no doubt that these capable young ladies will continue to help develop
a sustainable future for our beloved Chapter. From “We Bond, We Unite” to “Passion for Brilliance”, let us celebrate our 45th
Anniversary together and support the 2014 Board!
HKJTT Snapshots 2013 - Issue II
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Messages from NP & NAEO

WE ARE ONE JAYCEE

Time flies. Year 2013 will become history very soon.
To serve, to learn and to lead are the core values of

Dear President Pauline, Past National Presidents, Past
Presidents and fellow members,

JCI movement. It is through joining various impacting

Time flies, it’s near to the end of 2013. With the full

projects that members gain more experience and

support from all Jayceettes members, a lot of impactful

become LEADERs. Every year we have to plan,

projects were done! From the bottom of my heart, I’m

execute, finalize and evaluate various projects and at

really glad to be your NAEO, giving me the chance to

last we got the experience down in history.

work, to play and to dance with so many energetic,

This year has been a fruitful year for JCI Hong Kong
Jayceettes which has not only delivered the impacting
project “Care & Dare”, but also worked closely with
the United Nations through partnership with UNHCR.

passionate and elegant ladies members. Throughout
the year, I’m happy to see the rapid growth in each
member, not only with an increase in confidence but
also the commitment of making a better society.

Through organizing various programs such as movie

I would also like to give thanks for your contribution

screening, refugee run and catwalk show for other

to raise the awareness of other ethnic groups through

ethnic groups, we extended our care to other ethnic

the Movie Screening, Chinese Learning Project, Project

groups in Hong Kong and promoted gender equality,

Runway and Refugee Run. Other ethnic groups occupy

asserted women’s rights, meeting the United Nations

around 5% of the total population of people in Hong

Millennium Development Goals, namely, promoting

Kong but are usually being neglected and discriminated.

Global Partnership for Development and Gender

As a solution provider, your projects have helped boost

Equity by empowering women, and created obvious

their confidence as well as the harmony in the society.

impacts in the community.

Besides, I would like to show my deepest appreciation

Moreover, as the Hosting Chapter of National Convention
2013, JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes has organized the
best National Convention in recent years and made
the theme “ Needs over Wants” come TRUE. Each
e v e n t , f ro m t h e m e s e m i n a r s , G e n e r a l A s s e m b l y,
Awards Presentation, Gala Ceremony, and even the

for the great work of hosting the National Convention
with over 500 delegates! Organizing a project of this
big scale is not easy but you made it! Your year-round
contribution deserves uncountable positive feedbacks.
Please keep this momentum and contribute further
sustainable development to the society.

training sessions, are good memories for us. Thank

Last but not least, I would like to congratulate President

you very much for your hard work. Nevertheless, it

Pauline that she was appointed as the first JCI Special

was also a good experience for members to learn.

Recognition Committee Program Committee Member in

JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes has not only created

the World Congress to bring JCI to new heights. Also,

impacts by bringing happiness to us but also building

best wishes go to President Elect Carol Yeung and 2014

up partnership, friendship and leadership.

board of directors. I’m always with you and please let

Having attended the successful AGM and Anniversary,

me know if there is anything that I can support.

I thank President Pauline very much for her hard work,
Convention Director cum Past President Senator

Senator Brian Kwan

Jennifer Lam and their members in achieving the

NATIONAL VICE PRESIDENT

excellence of JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes in this fruitful

National Assigned Executive Officer

year. I wish a greater success of JCI Hong Kong
Jayceettes in JCI movement in the coming future.

Paul Wu
NATIONAL PRESIDENT
Junior Chamber International Hong Kong
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Feature Interview

[0.05 m3 ] + [1.79ft3] showcased in
REVEAL- HKIA at ArtisTree 2013,
a reinterpretation of perspective
and geometry with architectural
materials through precise
computer programming

Where Innovation and Execution
Meet in 0.05 m3

Made of 7,000 recycled plastic bottles,
‘Rising Moon’ was awarded the Gold
award at the Lantern Wonderland Design
Competition, aimed at raising awareness
of environmental protection and collective
efforts in creating a better place.

To Stanley Siu, one of the four designers of the ‘Rising Moon’ (
), a gianteco-lantern structure at the Victoria Park that enchanted Hong Kong and the
international audience in the Mid-Autumn Festival this year, can or cannot is never
a question, the question lies on how to let other people visualize the same macro
vision, which very often boils down to a matter of execution and compassion, with
the strictest precision and deep in heart.
As an architect, what inspired you to integrate
architecture with the contemporary art?
Since I was small, I was interested in both architecture
and art. When I was a student, I would like to choose
the most complicated subject of art and architecture was
what I considered to be virtually the most sophisticated.
If a giant building can be built, it is possible to create
smaller forms of art too. Having grown to a habit of
collecting art pieces and attending art exhibitions in
Asia every year, I have kept abreast of the current trend
of the contemporary art. ‘Rising Moon’ is a public art
to me. When designing [0.05m 3] + [1.79ft 3], I used old
aluminum windows and reframed them with a new look,
these are steps that I would also consider when designing
an architecture.

In the pursuit of art and when giving things
a new form such as reframing an aluminum
window into a diamond, have you encountered
any occasions where there are voices of
disbelief of what you have in mind? What
approach would you take to overcome the
discrepancy in perspective in the process of
execution, from scratch to sketch?

No matter whether it is a job or working on art pieces
that I am interested, there are always obstacles, one
after another. It does not necessarily mean that one
should compromise but one should try to find a solution
to communicate with the counterparty as an idea would
not work with you alone. Taking the case of aluminum
windows, I need to find a master in such a declining
industry in Hong Kong that still owns a store and knows
how to cut. To explain to a master that the window is
an art is not easy at all when he is used to create a
standard, applicable aluminum window. It takes time
to talk people through so as to enable them visualize
what you design. It is thus essential to think of
ways to give way to each other and achieve
mutual satisfaction, regardless of scale.

By drawing analogy
between melting
sugar cubes and
lost memories of
the good old times,
Stanley has a hope
to bring happiness
to the community in
his future designs

HKJTT Snapshots 2013 - Issue II
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Feature Interview

In the case of ‘Rising Moon’, what I sought to achieve
was aesthetics but the contractor could not, in an
instance, understand how a perfect curve could be
integral to creating a semi-circle. Under the circumstance,
I tried to convince other people with emotional appeal,
persuading them to imagine how happy their children
would be by seeing such a beautiful installation. Somehow,
it is just a matter of 5 mm and a fight can easily occur if
people simply confront each other.

On project basis, from having a concept
in mind to putting it into execution, could
you share the key to execute something as
abstract as simply a thought?
Art is very interesting, especially for contemporary art,
as it is produced around us and at our time, as it literally

When art meets
architecture, Stanley finds the
common ground in terms of an exchange of
perspective, meticulous calculations and execution

suggests. It always happen that a creative idea, or the
first sketch, does not work. One must, to his or her best
knowledge, use the materials and technologies available
at our time within a limited space and budget, and focus
on every minute details. For instance, when we sketched
the ‘moon’ for the competition and knew that we need to
build the installation after winning the competition, we had
to explore every steps. The installation itself sat on Victoria
Park’s Soccer Pitch but how could we create a pond of
water for reflection of the semi-circle of the moon without

accountable. There has been more concern of sustainability
and I am confident of our future development.

Since your designs have lots to do with the
daily life, if there is one issue or problem for
you to solve through architecture, either on
social or domestic terms, what would come
to your mind?

digging a hole in around 13 days? It was intriguing to hear

Happiness. In retrospect of my experience in designs and

people saying that the pond was already there all along

architecture, it is rare to see people smiling when they

but to an architect, we need to have a clear mindset when

are entering and leaving an architecture. 550,000 people

communicating with contractors. All in all, it is important

visited the ‘Rising Moon’ during the festival. Standing in

for one to understand every steps and be able to illustrate

the middle of the installation every single day, I saw all the

those steps to others. It would be impossible to convince

big smiling faces around me. People either took photos

others without convincing oneself.

with me if they knew who I am or took photos with the
installation happily. Such happiness had offset all the hard

6

It is interesting that architects and engineers
tend to describe the world in 10 or 15 years’
time. What is your point of view of the young
architect’s role for the sustainability of the
society in Hong Kong?

work throughout the preparation and this is what I hope

For the public at large, what they see is a building

the feasibilities but rather focuses on the solutions and

established. As early as the stage of master planning, we

details of execution. It is where we find a common ground

already need to consider how to best align the building

between us, a platform of projects, and architecture. A

with the surrounding environment and periphery facilities,

great project always steams from a creative idea and

on such aspects as to the direction for the façade to face

for a good reason. Obstacles always abound but it is

the sun for solar energy. When drawing a diameter of 100

essential to understand that a great idea would not

meters, the question rests on how many public transport

work by working alone and regardless of constraints. In

means are available for this site. If it can be measured, then

constructing the active citizen framework, it is critical to

we need not design so many car parks. It also comes to the

identify the problems in the region with a macro view,

issue of selection of materials. When a building completes

illustrate to our partners the possible road map, execute

c o n s t r u c t i o n , w e c a n m e a s u re t h e c a r b o n f o o t p r i n t

with sustainable actions that produce tangible results and

generated. Using materials from the local region can reduce

measurable development, so as to build a sustainable

both the transportation costs and carbon footprint. We also

future with the community. While art may sound abstract,

focus on the certification of the materials, as to whether the

a great art piece is out of considerable calculations and

materials are come from parties that are environmentally

consistent tests of perspective.
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to achieve in the future.
Indeed, speaking with the young architect is insightful
as he has come across with various difficulties either at
work or in the process of design but he seldom questions

Community Development

CARE & DARE Project
Inspirational Session of We Love Runway
and bestowing support from CPA HK, ethnic
youths and designers

After 2 inspiration sessions in May and
June, 12 young, vibrant ethnic models from
Caritas HK, staff and cosmetic professionals
from Skyendor Hong Kong, Elite Make Up,
Linda Beauty Group, Mekim Limited and
Sasa International Holdings Limited, local
designers and Jayceettes facilitators went
on the runway on the same vision of helping
refugees worldwide

Chanting ‘Care to Dare, Dare to Care’, we embarked on an exciting journey to walk hand
in hand with members of the community and to strive for positive changes.
JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes UNMDG 2013 Project ended with the successful completion
of four events- Desert Flower Movie Screening, Let’s move…Teach & Learn Chinese in
Motion, We Love Runway and Refugee Run throughout March to August 2013.
The last two epics of the Care & Dare project were inspiring and forward-looking, with
Organization of Refugee
Run with JCI Manila

many social, economic and political implications. From raising the public awareness
towards the ethnic minorities, “We Love Runway” took the extra mile by involving a great
deal of exchange of views, talents across corporations, local design graduates, 12 ethnic
models and our members. We can see that the community, and many more leaders and
corporations, were actually working towards the same goal of improving the life of refugee
children as a whole. While models found their future career path and goals, so did we,
and our partners.
After the inspiring runway project, “Refugee Run” co-organised with JC Manila, provided
us a chance to taste how it was like being trapped in helpless situation where we need
to cope with poverty, danger, disease and chance to resettle. Participants were allocated
different identities, age, occupation and health status, forced to settle down in a refugee

Participants
brainstormed what's next
with JCI Manila after
experiencing the hopeless
situations of refugees

camp. The experience of uncertainties was nerve-wrecking yet prompted the participants
to think of solutions to turn the grave situation around.
Through our true life experiences, we felt the urge to stop the crisis and resolve the
difficulties faced by the minorities in the society. With a step forward together, we hope to
bring a little positive change, not only to ourselves, but also to the world.

Care & Dare team won the Best UNMDG Project
Award in 48th National Convention
Group photo of award panel, facilitators and
models after two months of aspirations, nothing
is impossible with passion!
HKJTT Snapshots 2013 - Issue I
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Monthly Fellowship Gatherings

‘‘Good Old Times’’
June Fellowship Gathering
(Left) JCI Hong Kong
Jayceettes President
Ms. Pauline Lau, (Right)
Ms. Teresa Sze, Project
Officer (bakery) TWGHs

1 June 2013
Project Chairman: Cally Wong
The June fellowship gathering, themed 'Good
Old Times', was successfully held at Regal Kowloon

Create Positive Change
by Social Innovation cum
LegCo Tour

Hotel. Over 50 attendees enjoyed a fruitful night

May Fellowship Gathering

was a great experience collaborating with different

18 May 2013

together with the kick-off of National Congress,
Long Year Service Appreciation, the induction of
new members as well as exquisite games such as
guessing of songs and objects. We welcomed two
prospective members, Hilda Wong and Linda Choi. It
parties to make this happen.

Project Chairman: Do Do So
To “Create Positive Change by Social Innovation”, we aimed
at bringing in three elements of change to our members
including learning by seeing, increasing social awareness
and having FUN!! We began with an Educational Tour at the
New Legislative Council. As Jayceettes, we follow protocols
and parliamentary procedures. Our Leadership Development
team wanted to help raise members’ awareness on the
JC essentials and show them a real life application of
parliamentary procedures. Our members also had a better
understanding of the work of the Legislative Council and
explored the facilities of the new complex.
We were glad to have Ms. Teresa Sze, Project officer and
a professional bakery of Tung Wah Group Hospitals Jockey
Club Rehabilitation Complex, as our guest speaker to share
her experience in operating social enterprises and how does
ibakery create job opportunities for people with disabilities.

‘‘Stroke - Golden 3 Hours’’the First MFG-cum-HealthTalk of Jayceettes!
July Fellowship Gathering

11 July 2013
Project Chairman: Vivian Yeung
The July MFG is both a substantial and entertaining one.
We had the honour to invite neurologist Dr. Terrence
Yuen Mang Ho to be our guest speaker, who gave
us a health seminar on stroke. It was by far the first
Group Phot
o at ibaker
y Gallery C
afe

MFG featuring a health talk by a doctor. We were also
pleased to invite Miss Catherine Wong, the Eye-Bank
Manager,whose feature article appeared in the first issue
of Snapshots 2013, to promote organ donation.
B e si de s, the re w a s a se ssi o n o f bl o o d p res s u re
measuring hosted by IPP Winnie Yeung, and funny
drama shows to demonstrate first aid tips. Attended by
a full house, the evening was filled with laughter and
excitement. The drama team did a great job and the
audience had an enjoyable time seeing our girls dressed

ve Council
Group Photo at New Legislati
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up as Superman and students of Monsters’ University
before bringing home new knowledge of health.

Leadership Development

‘‘Shall We Dance’’
November Fellowship Gathering

15 November 2013
Project Chairman: Linda Choi
To e s t a b l i s h a c l o s e r b o n d w i t h o t h e r c h a p t e r s , w e
co-organised the November member fellowship gathering
named ‘‘Shall we dance’’ with JCI Island on 15 November 2013.
More than 50 people attended the event and had great fun learning about
the basics of ballroom dancing, namely waltz and cha-cha instructed by
award-winning tutors Jimmy and Carol.
To make the night more exciting, the dancing tutors awarded the top 3
dancing couples for a free trial dance lesson!
Apart from the fun, President Pauline Lau and President Sam Cheng encouraged
members to support the victims affected by Typhoon Haiyan in Philippines.

LOTS Training and JCI Impact
Group sharing
of social
problems in
society

A fruitful
course with
2014 board
and membersLet's create
impact!

2014 board
formulating
tasks for the
coming year in
training

Local Organization Officer Training (LOTS) for 2014

introduce Active Citizen Framework and its methodology in

Board of Directors (“BOD”) has been held on 16 and 17

implementing projects to BOD members. They discussed

November. It’s our honour to have two experienced trainers,

the active citizenship concept, analysed the community

Past President Senator Joseph Ho of JCI Ocean and Past

needs, established the real causes of problems and

President Senator Anthony Cheng of JCI East Kowloon to

discussed the projects of a Local Organization can conduct

conduct this training.

with other partners in order to create long lasting positive

Day one was begun with Ice breaking exercises. BOD

changes in their community.

members have completed Belbin team Role Profile before

On Day Two, through group discussions, team exercises

attending the training and PP Anthony debriefed all on the

and video sharings, PP Joseph introduced the branding

results of this exercise for them to better understand the

concept to the BOD and inspired the BOD with the

type of person they are, hence strengths and weaknesses

positioning of Jayceettes in year 2014. Through

of their personalities. Then through different team building

exercises, the BOD thought about tasks they would like

exercises, including building a helicopter of Jungle Escape,

to accomplish, leading them to think about the division of

BOD members worked together in teams to complete

work and the Synergy needed.

assignments and overcome obstacles. They have also sat
down and discussed about the 10 Blocks Model of High
Performance team, which enable them to understand what
are the elements needed for having a high performing team.
A session of JCI Impact was organized in the afternoon to

Through this fruitful, two-day training, BOD 2014 does not
only learn about technical skills or JC knowledge, with the
experience and inspiration provided by the two trainers,
I believe they will find their path and shine in year 2014.
I hereby wish them a fruitful and successful year in 2014.
HKJTT Snapshots 2013 - Issue II
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International Affairs

Snapshots of
Jayceettes and first
timers in ASPAC

Jayceettes’ Journey in JCI
Asia Pacific Conference at
Gwangju, Korea
Exchange of gifts
with JCI E-metro

International Bonding
Jayceettes had a great experience in attending
the 2013 JCI Asia Pacific Conference held
at Gwangju, Korea from 13 to 16 June! 15
Jayceettes attended the Conference and we also

An exchange of ideas with JCI Toyota

held a game booth at Hong Kong Night.
Other than attending the meetings, trainings and
national parties, we also met with sister chapters
and friendship chapters where members enjoyed
sharing the local projects held and have meeting
on the arrangement of holding our joint project-the
refugee run on 3 August.

Exchange of Sovenirs with
JCI Manila President in the
Joint Board Meeting in ASPAC

Gala with JCI Yokohama

My First Timer’s Experience at
JCI Asia Pacific Conference!
JCI Asia Pacific Conference (ASPAC) at Gwangju, Korea
13-16 June 2013
ROSANNA WONG
2013 Membership Affairs and Public Relations Officer
It was an unforgettable experience

of different chapters from different

because it was my first time to attend

regions, we had also exchanged ideas

such a huge overseas conference and

of projects and seeking for opportunities

I got a chance to go abroad with my

that we can work together in the future.

Jayceettes sisters. We definitely had a
lot of laughter during the trip and had a

During my stay, I joined JCI Achieve

better bonding after it. I was more than

where I learnt the meaning of active

happy to join ASPAC.

citizenship and how we could live up to

ASPAC was certainly a good chance for

maximizing our power and bring greater

international exposure. We had several

influence to the community.

lunch gatherings with our sister chapters
and it was a very interesting experience
to meet JC overseas who shared
similar belief and vision. Not only did I
get to know more about the operation
10
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JCI Vision by join ventures and hence

The most memorable thing in Gwangju
would be the debate championship
competition for JCI HK had become the
finalist in the competition and I am very

Jayceettes immersed in the culture of
Korea after ASPAC

proud that one of the debaters, Director
Sunny Chan, is from Jayceettes and she
did extremely well. I am also impressed
by their team spirit and the hard work
for preparation as a team!
All in all, ASPAC is an eye opening
experience and a rare opportunity to
broaden your horizon and network. I
highly recommend our members to join
ASPAC!

International Affairs

A new perspective
unlike any other over
the skyline of Rio de
Janeiro

performance,
Opening Ceremony and wonderful
of flight
welcoming guests coming after hours

Paragliding at new heights in
World Congress, Rio de Janeiro!
After a 24-hour flight, my first World Congress journey began on 4 Nov 2013.
The trip was full of fun and meaningful moments where a total of 22 JCI
Hong Kong delegates shared much laughter, experienced new cultures, learned
new things and met new friends together. During the Congress, I attended
JCI training courses, supported our Ex-NAEO, Past National President Senator
Ken Wong to run for the position of 2014 JCI Executive Vice President, met up
with United Nations Foundation representatives to share the ideas of “Nothing
But Net”, met the first Lady Chapter of the World during the Delegate Lunch,
and was honored to be appointed as one of the 2014 JCI Special Recognition
Committee Program – committee members (Asian and the Pacific). On the other
hand, I was very excited about my first paragliding experience. It was truly
a wonderful and unforgettable experience to fly like a bird in the sky! I have
been involved in International Affairs since 2010 and it has always been an eyeopening experience to me attending International Conferences and Congresses. I
am fascinated by the internationalism and professionalism of JCI members, and
amazed at the many surprises that I could get from different cultures! I have
no hesitation in recommending anyone to join the amazing JCI journey!

Chance to
share
with Unite
d Nations
of Founda
tion
representa
tive

2014 JCI President Shine
Gala
Bhaskaran and his family in

Support of PNP
Senator Ken Wong
at General Assembly
Caucus session

Enjoying the
trainings all day with
JC members all
around the world

HKJTT Snapshots 2013 - Issue II
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300 meeting hours
15 months' preparation
100 Jayceettes, helpers & crew
600 delegates, guests & participants
2 days at Regal Airport Hotel, Lantau
48th National Convention of JCI Hong Kong
In September 2013, we turned possible to miracles.

12
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A unique experience.
An unconventional convention.
It's all about NEEDs over Wants.
20 to 21 September 2013
HKJTT Snapshots 2013 - Issue II
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Hong Kong Jayceettes 44th
Anniversary & Events Highlight

AMAZING JOURNEY 44th Anniversary Ceremony
cum October Fellowship Gathering
Bon Voyage! Jayceettes Set Sail for 44th
Anniversary on 19 October 2013
To celebrate our 44th birthday our beloved members were
welcomed on board the cruise “Jayceettes 44”, sailing off from
South Pacific Hotel with cake cutting and toasting led by President
Pauline and Honorary Life President Senator Jennifer Yu.
It was our greatest honour to have invited Jayceettes NC Dance
team, energetic dancers from the Dance Society for their lively
performance and Past President Elaine Ho for her spectacular
singing on stage, bringing the best of time!
Our members and our good friends from sister chapters surprised
us with shiny, representative national dresses as they all showed
their best in order to snatch the “Best Costume” award. Past
President Winnie Tsang and Director Dewey Tan from JCI Manila
ultimately enchanted the audience and won the awards.
The night ended on a high note with guests dancing on the dance
floor. This celebration has truly set off for the most unforgettable
journey ever! Thank you for our sister chapters JCI Manila, JCI
Kaohsiung and JCI Yokohama for attending our 44th Anniversary
and also the congratulatory note from JCI Toyota.
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Courtesy Visit
with Honorary
AUG Patron Elsie
Leung, GBM, JP

Good News from
20 48th
National
21 Convention

Brunch
01 Sunday
Buffet with Senior

It was truly a valuable opportunity
for 2013 Board to meet our Hon.
Patron and presented our events
and plans for the chapter this year.
Issues such as the social changes
and legal system about Hong Kong
and Mainland China were touched
upon, bringing insights as to how
we can contribute as active Hong
Kong citizens.

Care & Dare team won the best UMMDG
Project Award and IPP Winnie Yeung
was awarded the Most Outstanding
Trainer. While PP Senator Jennifer
Lam and Senator Anny Kwan attained
Senatorship, IPP Winnie Yeung was
elected as National Vice President
and VP Wendy So was appointed as
National Administration Director for
2014. Congratulations to all!

A delightful Senior Member Club
Brunch buffet was held at Football
Club. Much appreciated to have
President Pauline Lau and President
Elect Carol Yeung for attending
the event!
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DEC Member Club

SEP

Annual General Meeting
JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes’ 41st Annual General Meeting was successfully
completed on Saturday, 26 October 2013. The 2013 Board of Directors presented
their reports and token of thanks to many of the advisors, sponsors, partners
and members that created a year of We Bond We Unite.

On Board of Passion for Brilliance
The election for JCI Hong Kong
Jayceettes 2014 Board of
Directors was successfully held
on 26 Oct 2013. Congratulations
to President-elect Carol Yeung,
and her 2014 Board of Directors,
including Vice President-elect
Naomi Chan, Vice Presidentelect Do Do So, Vice Presidentelect Rosanna Wong, Vice
President-elect Patrizia Yeung,
and Directors-elect Annie
Cheung and Aubree Wai.
We wish them a year of success
with their “Passion for Brilliance”,
energy, dedication, creativity, and
love for Jayceettes!
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Emily Wu
'Think big. Do big'- being an ex-journalist,
I am always hungry for new tastes and
keep on exploring. With my close friend
Naomi's recommendation, I started to
know about JCI and I am so glad to have
taken up different new roles, in particular
as a team member of 'We Love Runway'!
To me, the secrets of success lie in the
passion for everything.

Event Calendar
JCI Hong Kong
Jayceettes
2013
20 DEC

Carmen Ching
Hi this is Carmen. I am glad to be a
member of JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes.
I like yoga, cooking and reading.
Participated in several interesting projects,
I made new friends and learnt some
methods and techniques to organize events.
L o o k f o r w a rd t o g ro w i n g t o g e t h e r,
s e l f- i m pro vemen t and c ont ri b ut e t o
the community.

Extraordinary General Meeting

2014
18 JAN
January Fellowship Gathering
cum Inauguration of 2014 Board
of Directors

JCI Hong Kong
Linda Choi
Graduated from university in the year of
2009, I have been a workaholic who doesn't
realize the importance of work-life balance.
Not until when I was introduced to JCI
Hong Kong Jayceettes, a place which offers
me numerous opportunities to explore my
interest through participating in different
projects, did I realize life could be so much
fun! I met some good friends here and would
love to explore more about this exciting
network!

2013
15 DEC
Ten Outstanding Young
Persons Selection 2013 Awards Presentation
Luncheon

2014
6 JAN
JCI Hong Kong Inaugural Ball

JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes’

45th Anniversary

October 2014

